NEW SPHERE HANDBOOK LAUNCH EVENT IN BRUSSELS

FROM STANDARDS TO CONTEXT-BASED QUALITY IN HUMANITARIAN AID

27 MARCH 2019
FROM 12:00 TO 14:00
MDM HEADQUARTERS
RUE BOTANIQUE 75
BRUSSELS

Together with Sphere, VOICE is co-organising a lunch-debate for the launch of the 4th edition of the Sphere Handbook.

Médecins du Monde-Belgium will host the meeting at their headquarters. Syrian food made by 'Our House Project' will be provided.

After an introduction on "What is new in this latest edition" by Sphere, VOICE Director, Kathrin Schick, will moderate a panel discussion around quality in the humanitarian sector: 'From Standards to context-based quality in humanitarian aid', together with:

- Aninia Nadig, Advocacy and Networking Manager, Sphere Project
- Nora Loozen, acting Head of Unit, Humanitarian Aid, Belgian Ministry of Foreign affairs, Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation
- Mags Bird, Strategic Advisor, Mission East, member of EU-CORD
- Gabriela Luz-Meillet, Humanitarian Programme Coordinator – Humanitarian Support Personnel (Global Humanitarian Team), Oxfam

Q/A session.

Please, click here to register your attendance asap and at the latest on Friday 22 March.

About the Sphere Handbook

The Sphere Handbook translates principles and rights into practice. It has been field-tested over twenty years and regularly updated to ensure it remains fit for purpose in a changing world. What does not change is its rights-based foundations: people have the right to assistance, the right to life with dignity, the right to protection and security, and the right to fully participate in decisions related to their own recovery.

#spherehandbook spherestandards.org